BURN HALL HR.SEC.SCHOOL SRINAGAR
PREPARATORY WINTER ASSIGNMENT FOR CLASS 6TH
ENGLISH :
Make a collage of your family.
Paste pictures of your family.
Write slogans, quotes or a short poem about your family.
Do the said work on a separate scrape book.
Write essays on:
1. My Experience During the Days of unrest
2. My First Day In School
3. An Unforgettable Event in My Life
SCIENCE
1.
Read the chapter clothing materials and make scrapbook about different
kinds of fabrics.(ls 4).
2.
Make a project file on “Disposal On Waste Materials”. (ls 16).
3.
Write slogans for the conservation of water.(Ls 14).
4.
How water recycling can be done in your area. Find out the uses to which
the recycled water can be put to. (Ls 14).
5.
Prepare a model of a windmill.(Ls 15).
OR
Make model of vermi compost.(Ls 16).
6.
Read the chapters of Ist Unit thoroughly.
SOCIAL STUDIES
HISTORY:
1. Collect the pictures of some ancient historical monuments & paste them on
a chart paper .
2. Take a coin & find out all information you can get from it . Write it on a
loose sheet.
GEOGRAPHY:
1. Collect information about various artificial satellites launched by other
countries . Write it on loose sheets .
2. Collect detailed about the first Indian Astronaut who travelled in space
.Write it on loose sheets
CIVICS:
1. Make a chart showing the diversity in the world .
hindi
2. Revise unit-1 and do book exercise of the same. Stress to be given on
reading and writing with difficult words.
3. Grammar : Tense and its definition and its kinds, do opposites and same
meaning words from the book exercise.
4. Essay Pollution, My favourite Leader, Our National Festivals.
5. Letter : Invitation for attending your sisters marriage.
6. Group A (roll nos. 1-30) Collect data about coins, stamps and stones
present in museum(Srinagar) and write briefly about their origin.
7. Group B(31-58) Interview with your Grandparents from both sides about
discipline.

KASHMIRI
1. Ten words of (vowel) and make five new words from the last letter of the words .
2. Write a short note on “Honey Bees” and paste a colourful picture of honey bee.
Write five sentences on the topic “Hazards of Mobiles”.
Computer Science
Do thorough reading of chapters
1. Language and Software story
2. Exploring windows and more
Do the exercise part of the same on file papers.
Draw a chart of layouts of different versions of windows.
Make a list of viruses and Anti-virus programs.
Maths
1. Revise tables 1-20 and write
2. Go through the topic “Understanding Elementary Shapes”
Project work
:
Using locally available materials, make the model
of different three dimensional shapes of cubes, cuboids,
cylinder, cones, sphere.
Urdu
1. Learn and revise unit-1 syllabus and do book exercises with grammar portion in
a separate notebook.
Essays Wullar Lake, My best Friend, Importance of Sports.
2. Group A (roll nos. 1-30) Collect data about coins, stamps and stones present in
museum(Srinagar) and write briefly about their origin.
3. Group B(31-58) Interview with your grandparents from both sides about
discipline.
4. Write an Essay on – My Unforgettable Day
Punjabi
1.
2.
3.
4.
.

Write Poem Of The First Lesson And Draw Pictures Also.
Write a Short Story Of Your Own Choice And Draw Pictures Also.
Write a Summary Of Chapter “Ungli Mall”.
Collect And Write About The Information On “Golden Temple”.

